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Abstract: While elderly people perform their daily indoor activities, they are subjected to several
risks. To improve the quality of life of elderly people and promote healthy aging and independent
living, elderly people need to be provided with an assistive technology platform to rely on during
their activities. We reviewed the literature and identified the major indoor risks addressed by assistive
technology that elderly people face during their indoor activities. In this paper, we identify these
risks as: fall, wrong self-medication management, fire, burns, intoxication by gas/smoke, and the
risk of inactivity. In addition, we discuss the existing assistive technology systems and classify the
risk detection algorithms, techniques and the basic system principles and interventions to enhance
safety of elderly people.
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1. Introduction

Aging can be defined as a time-dependent decline of the physiological functions of cells, tissues
and organs [1]. Elderly people suffer from several factors that make them vulnerable. The major
reason for the frailness of elderly people is aging. Aging causes a decline or degradation in several
physiological functionalities of the human body, which makes elderly people vulnerable to different
risks while performing indoor and outdoor activities of daily life. For example, visual impairment
causes an elderly person to fall, which results in damage or harm and, in some situations, death.
Fire and burning at home because of the inability to hear the fire alarm is another example of the
vulnerability of elderly people due to the degradation of physiological capabilities when aging.
Memory impairment is a huge obstacle preventing elderly people from performing or completing a
task. A lot of daily routine tasks are consequences of simple tasks and people with memory impairment
can easily forget the next task if they are distracted or interrupted, such as forgetting the next step in
cooking a meal, forgetting to turn off the oven, etc. [2].

Also, several social factors play an important role in the vulnerability of elderly people, such
as living alone, depression, and taking psychoactive medications. As an example, an elderly
person may become at a high risk of poisoning because of eating poor quality food or misusing
medications. Eating poor quality food or forgetting to take medications may be due to loneliness and
the undesirability to cook healthy food or take a prescribed medication.

So, elderly people face a variety of risks while performing Activities of Daily Living (ADL),
due to physical, sensorial and cognitive decline. This situation requires a great deal of attention
because the number of elderly people is increasing constantly all over the world. The numbers are
particularly critical in developed countries, since the advance in healthcare systems has enabled
longer life. In Canada, the proportion of elderly people aged 65 years or over will represent between
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23% and 25% of the population by 2036, and between 24% and 28% by 2061 [3,4]. In Japan, the
population of 65-year-olds was about 25.1% of the total population in 2013, and will be 40% in 2050,
which is the highest ratio of an aging population in the world [5]. In the United States, the number of
elderly people is also on the rise: in 2010, there were 40.3 million people aged 65 and above, comprising
13% of the overall population. This proportion is 12 times higher than it was in 1900, when this group
constituted only 4.1% of the population. By 2050, projections indicate that the population over 65 will
comprise 20.9% of the population in the United States [6]. In Europe, by 2025 more than 20% of the
population will be 65 or over, with a particularly rapid increase in the number of elderly people over
80 years old. In the United States, 40% of women and 19% of men aged 65 years and older live alone
and do not have anyone in the home to assist with activities of daily living, provide care when they
are sick, or assist them with home maintenance [7]. Therefore, researchers are paying special attention
to the conditions of elderly people including work on: understanding the population, their needs,
challenges faced, and risks in ADL. Improving the quality of life of elderly people is a very essential
issue, particularly in developed societies. The most important step toward improving the life quality
of elderly people is to assist in protecting them against risks they face while going about their daily
life activities.

The interventions to reduce the consequences of risks affecting elderly people can be classified
in two categories: human and technological interventions. The human intervention includes health
and social assistance, provided by caregivers or relatives accompanying elderly people. This approach
may have negative impacts on elderly people including emotional impact (e.g., it reduces the privacy
of elderly people) and economic impact (e.g., it is often associated with a cost to the person, the family
or the health system). On the other hand, the recent advances in Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) (e.g., m-health, pervasive technologies (based on context awareness, Internet of
Things, cloud computing, and sensor networks)) enabled the creation of new categories of solutions
that may assist elderly people in ADL.

In this paper, we identify the major indoor risks addressed by assistive technology that elderly
people face during their indoor activities: falls, wrong medication management, fire, burns, intoxication
by gas/smoke, and inactivity. In addition, we review the existing ambient assistive technology systems
to help elderly people against these risks. We also classify the risk detection algorithms and techniques
and the basic system principles and interventions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
research work that addresses indoor risks for elderly people and the related assistive technology.

The paper is organized as follows. After this introduction, Section 2 introduces the methodology
followed in our research. Section 3 describes the major risks addressed by assistive technology that
elderly people face during their indoor activities. Section 3 also presents the assistive technology
systems that help elderly people in indoor risk situations. In this section, we mainly focus on reviewing
the assistive technology systems and classify the risk detection algorithms and techniques and the
basic system principles and interventions. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses the
ongoing and future directions.

2. Methodology

Our goal is to provide a review on the major indoor risks affecting elderly people that are
addressed by assistive technology to help them, rather than a systematic review. We present in this
section the methodology we used to identify the major risks and to review the existing research
on assistive technology for these risks. Our methodology is based on a literature review identified
through a search on the following databases: PubMed, ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore and Google Scholar.
These are the main databases that catalogue the research on risks faced by elderly people in indoor ADL
and the related assistive technology. The choice of these databases is motivated by the fact that PubMed
is specialized in human/medical factors, and the IEEE Xplore, Google Scholar, and ScienceDirect
databases are more technology related.
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Based on reading of the abstracts retrieved from databases, we identified articles that describe
risks and hazards that affect elderly people during indoor ADL. We also identified potential assistive
technology that may support elderly people in these risk situations.

We disregarded in our study the articles that discuss research related to elderly people in other
contexts (e.g., studies on chronic diseases, disabilities or other minor risks with no existing related
assistive technology). We identified how major risks affect elderly people in their indoor ADL,
and also extracted devices, systems or applications that may assist elderly people facing such risks,
and identified the main addressed risks by assistive technology. We then iteratively clustered the risks
and the assistive technology until we arrived at the categorization described in this paper.

2.1. Search Items

The following keywords were used: (“elderly” or “older” or “aged” or “aging” or “senior” or
“elders”) and (“assistive technology” or “information and communication technology”) and “indoor”
and (“risk” or “hazard”) in the publication’s titles, keywords, abstracts or full texts.

2.2. Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

We include studies if they meet the following criteria: (1) involve elderly people; (2) include
assistive technologies related to risks affecting elderly people during indoor ADL; (3) tackle
tangible projects on assistive technology for indoor risks; and (4) state clearly the architecture
and the fundamental principles of the assistive technology. We exclude assistive technology for
mobility-impaired elderly people (e.g., assistive robots for monitoring and helping elderly people),
and assistive technology related to health conditions. Studies in languages other than English,
conceptual papers, opinions and unpublished full-text papers were excluded.

2.3. Data Extraction and Analysis

We reviewed the abstracts of the retrieved sources and filtered out irrelevant papers. In total,
3649 titles and abstracts were screened to find the qualified papers. Based on the predefined
inclusion/exclusion criteria, we extracted 340 relevant papers that we insightfully analyzed. Based on
the results of our analysis and the literature review study, we identified the major indoor risks
addressed by assistive technology that elderly people face during their indoor ADL as follows: fall,
wrong self-medication management, fire, burns, intoxication by gas/smoke and inactivity. The number
of reviewed/selected papers for each identified risk is illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Identification of major indoor risks addressed by assistive technology.

Indoor Risk # Reviewed Papers # Selected Relevant Papers

Falls 2630 200

Wrong self-medication management
(non-adherence, abuse and misuse) 123 73

Fire, burns and intoxication by gas/smoke 84 32

Inactivity 812 35

3. Major Indoor Risks Affecting Elderly People and the Assistive Technology

3.1. Fall Risk

Falls are caused by a sudden loss of balance due to loss of stability or an unexpected slip
during movement [8]. Falls are the major cause of fatal and non-fatal injuries among elderly people,
which creates an obstacle for independent living [9]. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO) [10], the frequency of falls increases with age and frailty. Therefore, elderly people are more
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concerned with fall risk due to their physical and functional decline. Elderly people living in nursing
homes fall more often than those living in communities (30% to 50%) and 40% of them experience
recurrent falls, because most elderly people living in nursing homes are frailer and these facilities
accurately report accidents [11].

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the USA reveal that each year, millions of
elderly people (65 and older) fall. In fact, one out of three elderly people falls each year, but less than
half tell their doctor. Falling once doubles the chances of falling again [12]. Each year, 2.5 million
elderly people are treated in emergency departments for fall injuries, and absolute numbers are on
the rise. Falls remain the leading cause of injury-related hospitalizations among Canadian seniors,
and between 20% and 30% of seniors fall each year. Falls and associated outcomes not only harm the
injured individuals but also affect family, friends, caregivers and the healthcare system [13].

Fall consequences are serious and costly. Falls can have severe consequences such as injury or
death; in 2014 in the United States 33,018 elderly people died from fall-related injuries [12,14]. One out
of five falls causes a serious injury such as broken bones or a head injury [15,16]. Over 700,000 patients
a year are hospitalized because of a fall injury, most often because of a head injury or hip fracture,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [12]. Each year at least 250,000 elderly
people are hospitalized for hip fractures [17]. More than 95% of hip fractures are caused by falling [18],
usually by falling sideways [19]. Falls are the most common cause of traumatic brain injuries (TBI),
and the direct medical costs for fall injuries are $34 billion annually in the US. Hospital costs account
for two-thirds of the total [20].
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Figure 1. Fall deaths between 2004 and 2013 in the US adapted from [12].

These injuries can make it hard for elderly people to get around, do daily activities, or live
independently (loss of autonomy). Falls can also cause broken wrists, arms, and ankles. According to
the Public Health Agency of Canada [13] one-third of fall-related hospitalizations among elderly people
were associated with a hip fracture. The report of the Public Health Agency of Canada also shows
that elderly people who were hospitalized because of a fall spent approximately three weeks in the
hospital, three times more than the average hospital stay in Canada among all ages. This discrepancy
highlights the disproportionate healthcare costs of fall-related injuries in comparison to other causes of
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hospitalization. Even more worrying is that the number of deaths due to falls is increasing. Figure 1
shows the increasing number of deaths caused by falls from 2004 to 2013 in the US [12]. Figure 2 shows
the increasing number of fall-related hospitalizations in Canada for elderly people (65+) by gender and
age group for the year 2011 [13]. Falls of elderly people can be very serious, especially if the person
is taking certain medicines (such as blood thinners) [12]. Many elderly people who fall, even if they
are not injured, become afraid of falling. This fear may cause a person to cut down on their daily life
activities which leads to social isolation. When people are less active, they become weaker and this
increases their chances of falling [21].
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Statistical studies indicate that the majority of fall accidents are indoor falls (homes and residential
institutions). The Public Health Agency of Canada [13] reveals that half of the falls of elderly people
occur at home, and 17% in residential care institutions (Figure 3).
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Most falls occur as a result of compounding factors that combine and overwhelm an elderly
person’s ability to maintain balance. These factors typically represent a complex interaction of
biological, behavioral, environmental and socio-economic conditions termed “risk factors” [13].
Research has identified numerous conditions that differentiate between elderly people who fall
and those who do not fall. Each elderly person may face a unique combination of risk factors
based on life circumstances, health status, health behaviors, economic situation, social supports and
the environment.

Understanding what puts a person at risk of falling is a critical step in reducing falls and
fall-related injuries among elderly people [13]. Many risk factors can be changed or modified to
help prevent falls. These risk factors include: lower body weakness, vitamin D deficiency, difficulties
with walking and balance, and use of certain medicines. Even some over-the-counter medicines can
affect balance; vision problems, foot pain or poor footwear, home hazards or dangers such as broken
or uneven steps and no handrails along stairs or in the bathroom are additional risk factors [12].
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In order to cope with the risk of falling for elderly people living in community and healthcare
facilities, human interventions to prevent fall risks were applied. Group and home-based exercise
programs (e.g., Tai Chi training) and home safety interventions reduce the rate of falls and the risk of
falling. Vitamin D supplementation does not appear to reduce falls but may be effective for elderly
people who have lower vitamin D levels [22].

Although these interventions reduced the fall risk to a certain extent, they require a high cost and
are associated with a burden on elderly people and on the healthcare system budgets. In addition, the
interventions to prevent fall risks have to be accompanied by technological solutions to detect falls
automatically in order to proceed and provide the necessary and fast interventions to rescue elderly
people when falling, because falls are still likely to occur, and the falls must be quickly detected to
prevent further injury to the fallen elderly people.

3.1.1. Ambient Assistive Technology for Indoor Fall Risk

Ambient assistive technology can help physical therapists and caregivers to clearly know
the circumstances of falls, allowing for better caregiving to elderly people. To address fall risk,
the Personal Emergency Response System (PERS) [23,24] represents a commercial solution. These
clinical alarm systems enable elderly people who fall to contact an emergency center by pressing
a button. While appropriate in many situations, the PERS system becomes useless if the person is
unconscious or unable to reach the button. Even when the system is available, a study revealed that
around 80% of elderly people wearing a PERS did not use their alarm system to call for help after
experiencing a fall [25].

To cope with the challenges associated with PERS systems, passive monitoring solutions have
been proposed to automatically detect falls and call the caregiving centers. Elderly people found
that the use of tele-monitoring gives them a greater sense of security and enables them to stay at
home longer [23]. Several solutions are currently available, with most being devices worn by a person
(e.g., a smart watch or attached to clothing). Other solutions include technologies embedded in the
residential setting such as cameras, microphones or pressure sensors installed under the floor [23].

A systematic review performed by Chaudhuri et al. [23] about fall detection devices and their
usage categorizes fall detection ambient assistive technology into two categories: wearable and
non-wearable systems. Wearable systems generally consist of placing an accelerometer sensor
(kinematic-based systems) on elderly people to detect changes in acceleration and planes of motion
to identify falls [26–30]. The most common location for wearable devices was the trunk of the
body (chest, waist, thorax, etc.). Other devices were placed near the head, arms, hands or feet
of elderly people [23]. Sensors integrated in smart phones are considered wearable sensors [31]
(e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetic field sensors). The tri-axial accelerometer is the most
used sensor for smartphone-based fall detection systems. Non-wearable systems include: (1) cameras
and vision-based approaches [32–34] (a single camera, or multiple-camera networks); and (2) ambient
sensor–based approaches (e.g., motion detectors involving infrared sensors that identify motion,
acoustic sensors [35,36], pressure sensors [37] that are placed in elderly people’s environment and use
various measurements to determine if a person has fallen). Chaudhuri et al. [23] identified 57 projects
using wearable systems and 35 projects involving non-wearable systems. Other systems used multiple
sensors to detect a fall. Multiple sensors can be any combination of two or more sensor types used to
monitor a person.

Specific fall detection algorithms based on artificial intelligence techniques are used based on the
type of data captured by the sensors. Yu [38] presents a survey on approaches and principles of fall
detection for elderly people. Yu first identifies the characteristics of falls from sleeping, sitting and
standing and categorizes fall detection methods based on wearable, computer vision and ambient
devices. These approaches were further developed into specific techniques such as those based on
motion analysis, posture analysis, proximity analysis, inactivity detection, body shape and 3D head
motion analysis. Yu mentions that a fall is a rare event and it is important to develop techniques
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to deal with such scenarios, and then addresses the need for generic fall detection algorithms and
fusion of different sensory data such as wearable and vision sensors in order to provide better fall
detection systems. Fall detection algorithms are either threshold-based (fixed or adaptive), or based
on machine learning or activity recognition techniques. Smartphone-based fall detection systems
are mostly threshold-based [39]. Machine learning algorithms include: one-class support vector
machine, one-class K-nearest neighbor, and unsupervised/semi-supervised/supervised machine
learning techniques. We illustrate the framework of assistive technology for fall risk in Figure 4.
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Khan et al. [9] present a taxonomy of fall detection techniques based on two high-level categories
from the data availability perspective: (I) sufficient training data for falls; and (II) insufficient or no
training data for falls. The first category (I) of this taxonomy presents the case where sufficient data
for falls is available to train the classifiers. In this category, due to the presence of sufficient falls
and normal ADL data, different algorithms based on thresholds, supervised machine learning and
one-class classifiers (trained on sufficient fall data) can be employed [9]. This category represents an
optimistic view of the difficult problems of fall detection, due to their rarity and difficulties in the
data collection process in real-world situations. The approaches in the first category (I) attempt to
detect a fall directly given their training data, whereas the approaches in the second category (II) either
manipulate the little available fall data or try to indirectly detect a fall as an abnormal activity given
(almost) no training data [9].

We classify assistive technology for fall risks according to two criteria: system components
(wearable devices or non-wearable devices) and the basic principles of fall detection
algorithms/techniques (sufficient data for fall detection or insufficient data). We cite representative
examples of fall detection algorithms and techniques from both categories and for wearable and
non-wearable devices.

a. Wearable devices with sufficient training data for fall detection

Most of the research work in fall detection deals with applying supervised classification methods.
We briefly cite representative examples of systems where fall detection is based on threshold
identification, one-class classification, and sequential classification methods [9].

Several research works in fall detection are based on thresholding techniques [40–43] where raw or
processed sensory data is compared to a single threshold or multiple pre-defined thresholds to detect
a fall. Sposaro and Tyson provide a fall detection system named “iFall” based on the accelerometer
sensor of a smartphone [44]. The fall detection algorithm uses an adaptive threshold which changes
with user-provided parameters such as height, weight and level of activity. The system generates the
final decision by automatically analyzing the difference in position data before and after the suspected
fall event. An example of a fixed threshold–based fall detection algorithm is the algorithm used in
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a mobile application named “Sensorfall” which uses an accelerometer sensor of a smartphone to be
placed in trouser pocket [45]. However, a mobile phone is rarely held by elderly people during indoor
ADL. Perry et al. [46] present a survey on real-time fall detection methods based on techniques that
measure only acceleration, techniques that combine acceleration with other methods, and techniques
that do not measure acceleration. They conclude that the methods measuring acceleration are good at
detecting falls. They also comment that the placement of a sensor at the right position on the body can
impact the accuracy of fall detection techniques. Most of these techniques need training data for falls
and depend on either domain knowledge or data analysis techniques to compute thresholds for their
identification. Few fall detection systems are based on measuring falls pre-impact which may enable
preventing falling injuries in the future by using additional equipment such as airbags which would
inflate right before the fall [47,48].

Other fall detection algorithms are based on one-class classifiers such that the classifier can
be trained on falls to reject normal activities, where sufficient training data for falls is available.
Zhang et al. [49] train a one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) from falls and outliers from non-fall
ADL and show that falls can be detected effectively.

Sequential classification algorithms are based on the principle that people follow certain natural
regularities and temporal smoothness while performing ADL. So, the recent history of activities can
help to predict the present type of activity. Using a sequence of probabilities computed through
static classifiers and training the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) on them can significantly improve
the performance and smoothness of the activity recognition system [50]. Tong et al. [51] use the
time series from human fall sequences collected using a tri-axial accelerometer worn on the upper
body. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is trained on events just before the collision for early fall
prediction. They also compute two thresholds for fall prediction and detection to tune the accuracy.
Florentino et al. [52] present a hierarchical HMM-based method to detect human activities including
falls using a tri-axial accelerometer. Their technique is sensitive to the placement of the sensor on the
person’s body. In another paper, they extend this method by proposing a sensor position–invariant
measure on the raw accelerometer signal with the assumption that the sensor is placed in any fixed
location within a region approximately bounded by a belt at the waist and a trouser pocket, which
enabled them to improve the precision. The proposed method reduced sensitivity to the position and
orientation of the sensor on the body. The inputs to the classification algorithm are made invariant to
sensor orientation, despite the signals being recorded from arbitrary sensor placements [53].

b. Wearable devices with insufficient training data for fall detection

Certain wearable device systems identify falls as abnormal activity due to the lack of availability
of sufficient data for falls and the lack of knowledge and understanding of falls. Considering a fall as
an abnormal activity is an important research area, because this reflects the real-world situation where
falls happen infrequently [9]. Yin et al. [54] propose a two-stage abnormal activity detection method
in which a one-class SVM is first trained on normal activities and the abnormal activities are filtered
out to derive abnormal activity models from a general normal activity model in an unsupervised
manner. The method iteratively detects different types of abnormal activities based on a threshold.
They claim that this method provides a good trade-off between false alarms and abnormal activity
detection without collecting and labeling the abnormal data. The data is collected by using wearable
sensors attached to a person and abnormal instances were collected by simulating falls and slipping in
different positions.

c. Non-wearable devices with sufficient training data for fall detection

Non-wearable devices were often set up in a room where elderly people would either walk around
or live. Yu et al. [55] introduce a video-based fall detection system for elderly people. They extract
several video features and apply one-class classification techniques to determine whether the new
instances are in the “fall region” or outside it to distinguish a fall from other activities such as walking,
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sitting, standing, or lying. Han et al. [56] establish a “WiFall” system to detect indoor falls for elderly
people based on the advanced wireless technologies that employs the time variability and special
diversity of channel state information (CSI) as the indicator of human activities. Zhang et al. [57]
establish a fall detection system named “Anti-Fall” based on the CSI phase difference over two antennas.
They exploit both the phase and amplitude to increase the accuracy of fall detection and separate the
fall from other fall-like activities.

d. Non-wearable devices with insufficient training data for fall detection

We cite representative examples of non-wearable systems that consider falls as abnormal activity
and require training data from normal activities to learn the models to identify abnormal activities.
Khan et al. [58] propose an unsupervised acoustic fall detection system with interference suppression
that makes use of the features extracted from the normal sound samples, and constructs a one-class
support vector machine model to distinguish falls from non-falls. They show that their interference
suppression technique makes the fall detection system less sensitive to interferences by using only
two microphones. Parisi and Wermter [59] propose a hierarchical self-organizing maps (SOM)-based
architecture for the detection of novel human behavior in indoor environments by learning normal
activities in an unsupervised manner using SOM. The system considers novel behavior as abnormal.
This technique can be adapted for elderly people fall detection in an indoor environment.

3.1.2. Discussion

An extensive research work has been performed in the area of fall detection using a variety of
solutions [23]. These devices can measure different aspects of the fall velocity, the impact and the
posture of the faller. Each type of device appears to have its own strengths coupled with certain
weaknesses. Wearable devices, if used properly, are always with people and can easily detect the
acceleration or the impact experienced by the faller. However, these devices are reliant on the person
not only remembering to wear the device but also choosing to wear the device, which can be especially
difficult and not convenient at nighttime [60]. These devices depend also on battery power and can
suffer from false alarms due to impact or changes in acceleration not caused by falls. Non-wearable
systems, on the other hand, do not rely on the person to remember to use the system. Instead they are
able to survey a certain area while hardly affecting the person. However, these systems are limited to
a specific space and suffer from aspects of privacy concerns [61]. Cameras, with their ability to take
full photos or videos of people, have been seen as intrusive. These systems suffer from problems with
occlusion (having the person blocked by another object in the room) [62]. A solution is to use multiple
sensors to cope with the weaknesses in each device. For example, coupling a camera system with a
wearable system would account for the person leaving the space of the camera or the person forgets to
wear the device at night. However, adding more and more devices could overwhelm elderly people,
causing them to reject such systems. Many studies have shown that elderly people are favorable to
such systems and find that the use of these devices can give them a greater sense of security [63,64].

On the other hand, traditional fall detection techniques assume sufficient data for fall detection.
Considering a fall as an abnormal activity is an important research area, because this reflects the
real-world situation where falls happen infrequently [9].

Table 2 summarizes our classification of assistive technology for fall risk according to sensors and
fall detection algorithms and techniques.
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Table 2. Assistive technology for fall risk: sensors and fall detection algorithms/techniques.

Wearable Devices Non-Wearable Devices

Sufficient
training data

Fixed threshold [45] Vision-based sensors/one class
classification to distinguish fall

from other activities.
[55]Adaptive threshold [44]

one-class SVM [49]

Sequential
classification (HMM) [50,51] Channel State Information (CSI)

of WiFi signals [56,57]

Insufficient
training data

Fall as abnormal
activity

[54]
Acoustic sensors/one class SVM [58]

Self-Organizing Maps [59]

3.2. Risk of Wrong Self-Medication Management (Non-Adherence, Abuse and Misuse)

Elderly people are subjected to several problems when taking medications: they forget to take
their medications at the proper times, take the incorrect amount of medication at the proper time,
overdose on their medication by taking it more than once because they forget that it has already been
taken, do not take medication on purpose because they are uncertain if they have already taken it,
do not remember which medication is the correct one to take at the proper time [65].

Adherence to (or compliance with) a medication regimen is generally defined as the extent to
which patients take medications as prescribed by their healthcare providers. Compliance is defined as
“remembering to take a dose” and adherence to medication regimens as “taking doses at the prescribed
time” [66]. Generally speaking, the terms “adherence” and “compliance” to medications are used
interchangeably in the literature. Adherence is important for obtaining or maintaining improved health
of patients with chronic diseases or severe health conditions. Typically, elderly people are prescribed
different types of medications, which must be taken in varying dosages. Kulkarni [65] reveals that 25%
of elderly people use four or more prescriptions on a daily basis. Elderly patients must keep track of
the correct times at which they are supposed to take these medications. 55% of elderly people fail to
comply with medication regiments, and 50% of all prescriptions are taken incorrectly. Studies show
that 58% of elderly people make errors in taking medications, and of these errors 26% are potentially
serious according to their doctors [65].

Adherence to prescribed medication regimens is difficult for all patients and particularly
challenging for elderly people [67]. Clinical studies report that the average medication adherence ratio
is between 43% and 78% among elderly people who are frequently taking medications for chronic
illnesses [68]. Elderly people are among the most vulnerable to medication non-adherence and misuse
because they use more prescription and over-the-counter medications than other age groups [69].
Elderly patients use prescription medications approximately three times as frequently as the general
population [70]. Elderly people are at high risk for medication misuse due to conditions such as
pain, sleep disorders, and anxiety that commonly occur in this category of age. They are, therefore,
more likely to receive prescriptions with potential for misuse and abuse. Approximately 25% of
elderly people use psychoactive medications that have the potential to be misused and abused [71].
Elderly people are more likely to use psychoactive medications for longer periods than younger
adults, and longer periods of use increase the risk of medications misuse and abuse [72]. In addition to
concerns regarding the misuse of medications alone, the combination of alcohol and medication misuse
has been estimated to affect up to 19% of elderly Americans [73]. The potential health consequences
of the misuse of psychoactive and alcohol medications are numerous (e.g., depression and cognitive
decline). Therefore, medication misuse constitutes a high risk for elderly people and can lead to
memory impairments, and problems in exercising ADL and social activities [71]. The problem of
medication non-adherence is large and costly for American health providers [74]. Statistical studies
reveal that patient non-adherence costs the healthcare system $100 billion per year in additional
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hospital stays, and it has been estimated that better adherence to antihypertensive treatment alone
could prevent 89,000 premature deaths in the United States annually [74].

Chronic conditions (e.g., depression, dementia) that affect cognition abilities of elderly people
are associated with problems in medication self-management [75]. Forgetting to take medication
is a frequent problem [76]. Age, frailty, and physical and sensory impairments (particularly vision
impairments) can interfere with opening medication bottles or blister packs and reading labels and
educational materials [77]. Living with family is helpful when family members remind elderly
people to take medicine or assist them with tasks related to medication management [78]. Preventing
prescription medication misuse and abuse requires a coordinated system of care that integrates medical
and physical health, behavioral health, and the aging services networks to fully address this growing
problem [69].

Many elderly people live alone and do not have anyone at home to provide care [7]. Also, living
at care facilities or nursing homes may have negative impacts on elderly people including an
emotional impact (e.g., it reduces the private space of elderly people) and economic impact (e.g.,
it is often associated with a cost to the person, the family or the health system). Therefore, ambient
assistive technology is an essential solution to reduce the harmful effects of medication non-adherence
and misuse.

3.2.1. Ambient Assistive Technology for Wrong Self-Medication Management Risk

Assistive technology for medication adherence is a part of ubiquitous healthcare (U-Health) smart
home technology [79]. There are a variety of wearable sensors and devices available for monitoring a
patient’s health status: (e.g., a blood glucose sensor is capable of continuously monitoring the blood
glucose level, and an electrocardiography sensor can measure the activity of the heart). The detection
of health or safety problems is achieved by analyzing and correlating the physiological data collected
from these sensors with some environmental information (e.g., localization). Design requirements for
these types of wearable sensors are very important in order to be acceptable by elderly people and to
address their medical needs. The sensors need to be easy to wear and configure, and should present a
minimal inconvenience to people. We reviewed in detail the existing assistive technology for health
issues of elderly people in our papers [80,81]. In this paper we focus on ambient technology to assist
elderly people against wrong self-medication management (non-adherence, misuse, and abuse).

Assistive technology for medication adherence is based on pervasive automatic reminders for
medication use. Monitoring devices have likely increased the access to several data sources concerning
medication adherence information. We cite representative techniques to detect and measure medication
adherence for elderly people. It is difficult to determine medication adherence without specialized
monitoring devices. With the electronic pillbox named “MedTracker” [82], whenever the user opens a
sub-compartment lid on the pillbox, the plunger releases a switch inside the device, sending a signal
to the microcontroller indicating that the door was open. The “SmartPillBox” [65] is another example
of electronic pillboxes that are filled with the prescribed medications; the schedule for medication
consumption is stored in it, and the weight of the total number of pills is weighed automatically by the
SmartPillBox and stored. Each time a pill is taken, the SmartPillBox registers the change in weight
of the pills and uses this information to mark the time the pill was taken, and from the change in the
weight of the remaining pills it calculates how many pills were taken. The SmartPillBox reminds the
patient to take the prescribed medication, and sends information using a telephone line to external
systems to store the information of the patient’s compliance. This information will be processed by the
external system. For example, the system can alert a nurse or a caregiver if the patient is not compliant.

Medication event monitoring systems (MEMS) [83] are electronic devices simulating a pharmacy
vial that displays information about the date and time of opening the vial and it can be programmed
to alert the patient to take medication. Data can be downloaded via a communicator for
interpretation. A medication event monitoring system operates through the Internet, interconnecting
and accommodating the transfer of information and data between a patient, a caregiver, and a
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pharmacist. A control center is provided in the intercommunication with the patient center, caregiver
and pharmacist for accommodating the exchange of information and data regarding medication usage
between the persons of interest. The patient center also includes physical sensing devices, such as for
blood pressure and temperature. Elderly patients communicate through a smartphone, and further
communicate through pill-dispensing devices in a docking system that is in intercommunication with
the various centers. The pill-dispensing devices accommodate pills of various sizes and shapes to
be easily used by a patient, and have associated sensing and recording devices to ensure that the
medication is taken in the appropriate quantities and at the appropriate time. MEMS provide excellent
information about adherence and offer several advantages in assessing adherence; however, they have
certain limitations. First, opening a medication vial does not necessarily mean the dose was taken [67].
Second, MEMS do not report adherence in real time, so intervention cannot take place if medications
are missed [84]. Third, the MEMS cap is difficult to open for arthritic hands [85,86]. Fourth, MEMS do
not accommodate the use of pill boxes for sorting medications into daily doses, as commonly done by
elderly people [87]. Finally, the price may be prohibitive for individual patient use, particularly when
multiple medications are involved [67].

Other medication management monitoring devices are ingestible microchips embedded in the
medication which transmit a signal when the medication is ingested or even metabolized. DiCarlo [88]
developed a system for medication adherence using an ingestible electronic sensor attached to a tablet.
After ingestion, the sensor separates from the medication, activated by gastric fluid, and communicates
with the monitor that is worn on the user’s torso. The information stored in the monitor is sent
wirelessly using Bluetooth to a mobile phone. Several apps for Android and Apple mobile devices
enable healthcare providers to communicate with patients in real time about their medications and,
with the help of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags or bar codes on drug packaging, the
application verifies that patients have taken their medications as prescribed [89].Wan [90] proposed the
“Magic Medicine Cabinet” which is based on RFID to identify which medications were taken out of a
cabinet, with face recognition to identify who approached the device, and a broadband connection to be
able to provide an integrated “situation health portal”. Thus, patients were required to use the medicine
cabinet and to store all medications in separate bottles that could be RFID tagged. Fishkin et al. [91]
proposed a lighter-weight version of the medicine cabinet, in which RFID-tagged bottles were kept
on a monitoring pad that incorporated an RFID tag reader and a scale for determining how much
medication had been taken. Yamamoto et al. [70] propose a medication management assistive system
for the care of elderly people at home with the following main functionalities: RFID-based medication
management; RFID and wireless sensor–based monitoring for taking medication; and a situation
awareness and decision-making–based approach for assistance in taking medication. The system
reminds an elderly person to take medications at a predicted time based on learning the person’s
habits and regular meal-taking schedule. The inference of the reminder time is based on a fuzzy logic
technique. Vinjumur et al. [92] establish a Web-based medicine intake tracking application using
RFID tags to monitor drug taking patterns for elderly people and the consequences are reported to
caregivers. The application uses RFID readers and tags, motion sensors, and a wireless sensor mote.
Caregivers monitor medication adherence via a Web-based caregiver module.

Examples of reminder devices to take medications and which may provide intervention
techniques include machines that dispense medication, voice-mail reminders, video-telephone
reminders, automated telephone calls, and medication caps equipped with digital alarm clocks [93–96].
Automated medication dispensers give a patient access to the correct medication at the prescribed time.
As an example, the MD2 is a medication-dispensing system [97] that stores up to 60 plastic reusable
cups, preloaded in a locked compartment. At preprogrammed intervals, the patient presses a large red
exterior button, and a plastic cup containing the medications appears in a chute. Reminders are both
audible (spoken words and tones) and visual (a flashing red strobe light). If a patient does not push
the dispensing button after the first prompt, the machine continues prompting every three minutes
for 45 min. If after 45 min the patient does not push the dispensing button, the machine notifies an
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identified responder (either a family member or a caregiver). Health Buddy is a pager-like device
to remind patients to take their medications. The device asks interactive questions to patients about
medication use. Then the patient’s answers are transferred to caregivers. Beep N Tel is a device that
gives an audible notification via the vial cap to remind a patient to take medication. This device records
messages by caregivers to instruct patients with the appropriate recommendations. HealthWatch is a
digital watch that works with a personal computer. It displays up to eight reminders per day and a
text message for each reminder. Home monitoring services include scheduled devices that remind
patients to take their medication. If the device is not touched by the patient (indicating that the dose
has not been taken), the patient is called on the telephone or a caregiver can be contacted [67].

Online compliance reports are provided to monitor missed doses. However, the previous systems
do not engage patients in shifting their behavior towards better medication compliance. Most of
the strategies that address medication adherence and compliance involve reminding patients to take
their pills and educating them on the effects of non-compliance, which do not seem to be enough
to motivate people to comply with their medication regimens [98]. Alerting patients to do the same
thing every day does not engage them in actually doing it by themselves. Persuasive technology
is another category of systems to improve medical adherence in elderly patients. MoviPill [66] is a
mobile phone–based game that persuades elderly patients to be more adherent to their medication
prescription by means of social competition. Increasing levels of focuses on changing the way elderly
people perceive the drug intake task. The idea of MoviPill is that patients become more compliant in
taking their medications when the task is not seen as an obligation, but rather as an entertaining and
engaging experience. MoviPill encourages compliant behavior by giving more points to players that
take their medication very close to or at the prescribed time, and less or no points otherwise. The game
includes a social competition by connecting all players through a social network and allowing them to
check how disciplined they are in regard to the other competitors. Experimental results in [66] showed
that MoviPill helped to improve medication adherence when participants played the game.

Despite the moderate success of various interventions to improve medication adherence in
elderly people, few studies have attempted to translate these results specifically to elderly people
with cognitive impairment. Improving medication adherence for elderly people with cognitive
impairments requires that interventions provide a frequent interaction on a continuous basis to
have a positive impact on adherence, and should be delivered by a significant degree of human
communications [99]. Table 3 summarizes the technology systems that assist elderly people to adhere
to their prescribed medications. Figure 5 illustrates the framework of ambient assistive technology for
medication adherence.

Table 3. Examples of ambient assistive technology systems for self-medication management.

System Monitoring and Detection of
Medication Adherence Interventions

SmartPillBox [65] Pill count/weight.
Reminds patients to take the prescribed medications,
and contacts caregivers through telephone to store
the information of the patient’s compliance.

Electronic pillboxes,
MedTracker [82]

Opening lid of a sub-compartment of
the pillbox. Not found in the paper.

Medication Event
Monitoring Systems

(MEMS) [83]

Associated sensing and recording devices.
Displays information about the date and
time of opening the vial.

It can be programmed to alert patients to take
medication. A medication event monitoring system
operates through the Internet, interconnecting and
accommodating the transfer of information and data
between a patient, a caregiver, and a pharmacist.

Ingestible sensor [88]

Ingestible sensor microchips embedded in
medication transmit a signal when the
medication is ingested or
even metabolized.

The sensor communicates with the monitor that is
worn on the user’s torso. The information stored in
the monitor is sent wirelessly using Bluetooth to a
mobile phone.
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Table 3. Cont.

System Monitoring and Detection of
Medication Adherence Interventions

Magic Medicine
Cabinet [90]

RFID to identify which medications were
taken out of a cabinet, face recognition to
identify who approached the device.

Reminds patients to take medication.

Medication
management [70]

RFID- and wireless sensors–based
medication taking monitoring; situation
awareness and decision-making.
The inference of reminding time is
based on fuzzy logic.

Reminds an elderly person to take medications in a
predicted time based on learning person’s habits and
regular meal-taking schedule.

Web-based medicine
intake tracking
application [92]

RFID readers and tags, motion sensors,
and a wireless sensor mote. A Web-based caregiver module.

Automated medication
dispensers [93–96],

HealthWatch,
Beep N Tel [67]

Dispense medication at
preprogrammed intervals.

Voice-mail reminders, video-telephone reminders,
automated telephone calls. Reminders are both
audible (spoken words and tones) and visual
(a flashing red strobe light). Caregiver/family
member notification.

MoviPill [66] Persuasive technology.
A mobile phone–based game that persuades elderly
patients to be more adherent to their medication
prescription by means of social competition.
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3.2.2. Discussion

The deviation of elderly patients from their prescribed medication regimen constitutes a high
risk. Therefore, keeping elderly patients adherent to their prescribed medication is essential to ensure
patient safety. The existing ambient technology systems for assisting elderly people to adhere to their
prescribed medications are based on automatic reminders (audio, visual, phone) and monitoring
medication adherence through several techniques (e.g., sensors to detect if the lid of the electronic
pillbox is open, number/weight of pills has changed, ingestible sensor embedded in medication, RFID
readers and tags, motion sensors, face recognition). When the system detects a non-adherence situation,
it alerts the patient and/or notifies the caregivers. Other technology solutions are based on persuasive
technology to motivate elderly patients to adhere to their prescribed medications. However, no single
system is sufficiently accurate or reliable. Thus, a combination of techniques is preferred. In addition,
energy efficiency is an important issue to be considered for ambient assistive technology systems.
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3.3. Risks of Fire, Burns and Intoxication by Gas/Smoke

3.3.1. Risk of Fire

Fires cause injuries and loss of human life. In the United States, occupational fatalities account
for more than 3% of all deaths related to fires [100]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) revealed that in 2014, residential fires caused 1229 deaths among elderly people out of a
total 2400 residential fire deaths in the USA [14]. Residential fire also causes huge financial losses,
for example property losses due to all the fires in the United States were estimated to be almost
$8 billion in 1995 [101]. Elderly people are at higher risk for house fire death for several reasons: they
are known to have a lower prevalence of smoke detectors and they usually forget to replace batteries
in fire detectors, physiological and cognitive decline (e.g., hearing impairment) means they may not
hear the smoke alarm, restricted mobility means they may be slow or unable to escape, using old
appliances such as portable heaters or heating blankets increase the risk of fire, as does living in older
homes. These factors introduce a higher risk of house fires. A survey conducted by Runyan et al. [102]
revealed that the death rate due to fire/burns is higher among elderly people in the United States.
This study also reported that 97% of the participants in this survey have a smoke alarm, 80% have
one smoke alarm on each level of their home, 71% reported having a fire extinguisher and 51% of the
participants living with at least another person had a fire escape plan. Runyan et al. conclude that
there is a need for adopting measures for fires and burn prevention such as using fire extinguishers
and having escape plans. Several research studies reveal that the kitchen is the second place where
the majority of domestic accidents occur, and in particular the oven presents the main source of fire
accidents in residences [103,104]. Studies revealed that unattended cooking is the main leading factor
responsible for fires in the kitchen [103,105,106]. Following is an example that illustrates the gravity of
the situation [107,108]. Elderly people often put a pot on an oven burner, and engage in other activities
(e.g., watch television, sleep, call another person), forgetting the pot on the burner. This situation,
which is due to attention and memory problems, may cause a fire and lead to catastrophic results
(e.g., death of the elderly people). Hence, enabling kitchen safety is a major factor for elderly people to
live independently.

According to the U.S. Fire Administration [109] cooking accidents are the leading cause of
fire-related injuries for elderly people in the United States. Specialized organizations have made
suggestions for elderly people who cook their meals by themselves to consider safety measures in
the kitchen. Fire prevention approaches for elderly people are highly important. Measures include
encouraging the purchase and maintenance of smoke detectors, selecting alarms with a louder signal,
placing the alarm closer to the sleeping area, selecting alarm systems with an alternative inaudible
method of indicating smoke, planning escape assistance with neighbors and ensuring the safety of
home appliances [110].

Other sources of fire risk at home are due to faulty electrical wiring and overloaded outlets,
particularly in old houses where wiring is unable to support the intensive electric current of new
appliances. Recommendations are to unplug electrical appliances that are not frequently used
and to install ground fault circuit interrupters in order to prevent fire accidents caused by electric
appliances [111].

3.3.2. Risk of Burns

Elderly people are more prone to burn deaths than other age categories and the nonfatal burn
injury ratio is higher among elderly people [14,112,113]. Each year in the United States, approximately
45,000 individuals are hospitalized for the treatment of a burn injury. This number also includes
the approximately 25,000 individuals whose burns are very severe according to the American Burn
Association [114]. The National Center for Injury Prevention and Control [14] reveal that the number
of elderly people who died due to burns with hot objects/substances reached 46 in the U.S in the year
2014. Hot tap water is a major cause of scalds and that scalds are often more severe than other types
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of scalds, because this may involve larger portions of the body [102,112]. The home is the principal
environment in which burns and fire-related injuries occur [115,116].

Tap water that is above 120 ◦F (≈ 49 ◦C) represents a scald hazard for elderly people [102,113].
Maintaining tap water at 120 ◦F is a successful strategy for reducing scalds [113,117,118]. Water
temperature can be lowered by properly adjusting the thermostat on the water heater or by using an
anti-scald device at the tap [14,112,119,120]. Regarding hot water temperature, a study performed by
Runyan et al. revealed that only one-fourth of respondents indicated that they knew the temperature
of the thermostat setting of their hot water heaters. About 9% indicated they knew the temperature of
their hot water at the tap. Only 6% reported the presence of an anti-scald device in their homes [102].
Burns are a frequent known risk during kitchen activities. Yared et al. [107,108] showed that burns
during cooking activities are burns due to a splash of a hot liquid and burns by contact with a hot object.

Cognitive changes may interfere with the ability of elderly people to react to the dangers of a
fire or burn. Factors such as limited mobility, dementia, medications, smoking and aging itself may
increase the vulnerability to burn risk. Additionally, the low financial income of elderly people
can be considered a reason for not having advanced warning devices such as a smoke and/or
carbon monoxide (CO) alarms [121] and they may not be able to support home maintenance and
improvement expenses which may reduce the risk of a fire or burn injury according to the U.S.
Fire Administration/National Fire Data Center [109], since safety may not rank high on the list of
concerns for people with a low income. A study performed by Bishai et al. [122] revealed that during a
safety inspection, more than 50% of elderly people had inadequate safety equipment in their bathroom
and over 30% had tap water temperatures exceeding 140 ◦F (60 ◦C), which may lead to a scald injury.
Furthermore, households with low income are less likely to have a safe heating system, safe electrical
services, and fire safety measures.

3.3.3. Risk of Intoxication by Gas/Smoke

Extensive investigations of human fire fatalities with respect to exposure to toxic atmospheres
have shown carbon monoxide (CO) to be the primary toxicant. Although CO is not the most toxic gas
at low concentrations, it is always one of the most abundant toxic gases produced by fires. Fire usually
produces carbon dioxide, CO2, in large quantities. Although it is not particularly toxic, it displaces
oxygen (O2) and thereby causes the rate and depth of breathing to increase. This often causes an
accelerated inhalation of other toxicants and irritants [100]. Heating equipment and kitchen appliances
may cause carbon monoxide poisoning, in addition to being associated with residential fires [123–125].
When a carbon-based fuel (e.g., gas, oil, kerosene, propane, wood, or charcoal) is burned, then carbon
monoxide is released. The emission of carbon monoxide may reach a dangerous level in situations
where an appliance is not working properly or the ventilation is not enough [123–128].

Each year in the United States, there are more than 200 residential carbon monoxide poisoning
deaths, two-thirds of which are related to heating equipment [102,123]. A study performed by
Meredith et al. [129] revealed that although the number of death cases caused by carbon monoxide
poisoning has been reduced since natural gas was substituted for coal gas, a considerable number of
victims still exist because of CO poisoning. About 1000 people die annually in England and Wales
and most of them do not reach the hospital alive. The study of Meredith et al. shows that there are
several common indoor sources of CO gas, such as improperly maintained and ventilated heating
systems [130], smoke from all types of fires, and household gas. Inhalation of methylene chloride
(e.g., paint strippers) may also lead to carbon monoxide poisoning [131]. Elderly people are at a
risk of intoxication which can result from cigarette smoke, because smoke contains about 4% carbon
monoxide [132].

3.3.4. Ambient Assistive Technology for Fire Risk

To achieve fire safety, preventing fire ignition and managing fire impacts is required [100].
Therefore, fire-detecting devices must be able to detect the fire before untenable conditions develop.
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Detection devices can be categorized according to the fire signature that the device senses. The fire
signature is an identifiable change in the local environment caused by a fire. Examples of fire signatures
are the appearance of specific amounts and types of aerosols, the presence of converted and radiated
heat, and the appearance of gases evolved by a fire. Detection systems are designed to identify one
or more of these changes in the environment [100]. Some primitive and simple safety measures and
recommendations to assist elderly people against fire risk at home exist, such as fire and smoke alarms,
a fire extinguisher and an escape plan for the household. Runyan et al. [102] revealed that taking
into consideration some safety measures and practices could prevent injuries and possibly deaths
due to fire at home by installing smoke alarms on each level of a home, and such alarms must be
properly maintained [102,133,134]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommend
changing the batteries in battery-operated smoke alarms annually. They also recommend testing
smoke alarms monthly to ensure that they are working properly [135]. In addition, there are suggested
fire safety recommendations such as keeping a fire extinguisher in the kitchen for small fires [113,135]
and having a fire escape plan for the household.

Ambient assistive technology for fire due to cooking activities. We review assistive technology
for fire risk detection and prevention. At first, we review existing systems to protect elderly people
against cooking risks; then we review algorithms and techniques for fire detection.

Few electrical cooking devices equipped with limited safety features are available on the market.
For example, the Electrolux INSPIRO oven contains programmable cooking modes. According to the
selected cooking mode, the oven calculates the cooking time and temperature. Other companies
commercialize ovens with a tactile screen and a network connection to be remotely controlled.
Numerous manufacturers integrate Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) to indicate that an oven surface is
hot to prevent burns. However, the concentration of elderly people is mainly on the cooking task itself
and she/he may not notice the lit LED. Generally speaking, safety measures are partially considered
in the existing commercial cooking devices. StoveGuard, SafeCook and HomeSensor propose a timer
system to switch off an oven if there is no attendance after a certain programmed time. Still, risks may
occur within this period of time.

The basic existing solution to handle fire risk at home is installing fire alarms, as we discussed
earlier. The main concern of fire alarms is to detect the occurrence of fire quickly, so fire rescue agents
can intervene in time. However, existing fire alarms have several drawbacks, particularly for elderly
people. These people usually forget to replace alarm batteries regularly. In addition, fire alarms
generate false alarms (e.g., in the presence of a small quantity of smoke generated by regular cooking).
This situation disturbs elderly people, which increases their tendency to uninstall fire alarms at their
homes. Lushaka et al. established an elaborate system that relies on existing smoke alarms to detect a
potential fire risk, and consequently reacts by switching off the oven power supply [106]. The system
considers only a fire risk and depends on existing smoke alarms. Doman et al. established a system for
assisting elderly people in the kitchen through video and audio [136]. This system reminds the user to
follow the correct steps when performing a cooking task, so they can possibly avoid cooking hazards,
but it does not react when a dangerous situation occurs. Other intelligent assistive technologies
are designed for people with cognitive deficiencies. Li et al. proposed a design for a smart kitchen
environment to assist elderly people suffering from dementia in the cooking process. Using the
system, caregivers remotely instruct users according to a cooking workflow. In addition, a visual
surveillance system with multiple cameras enables a watcher to observe cooking conditions and track
user activities and object movement [137]. This system is not completely automatic, since it requires
observer intervention and it is based on visual monitoring by cameras, which may be considered
intrusive. Sanchez et al. established a system that assists people in the kitchen and reacts when a
potentially dangerous situation is detected [138]. The system detects rapid variations in temperature
and smoke in the kitchen, and sends a notification (with camera shots) to the fire department and
caregivers. In addition, the system activates exhaust fans and a fire extinguishing suppression system.
A number of studies mention oven monitoring as a part of larger systems to track activities of daily
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living. Alwan et al. [139] measured oven usage and Wai et al. [140] proposed detecting unsafe usage of
the oven. Both systems use embedded temperature sensors to measure the burner status, ultrasonic
sensors to detect the presence of a pot and electric current sensors to detect oven usage and levels of
abnormality in the kitchen. The previous systems either require modifications to the oven to install
the sensors, or use visible-light cameras. Visible-light cameras are usually considered intrusive and
are sensitive to cooking smoke. Yuan et al. developed an automated top oven monitoring system
based on a thermal camera to detect dangerous situations [141]. The system alerts the user or caregiver
when a dangerous situation occurs. The system does not require modifications to the oven, so it
fits any existing oven and respects user privacy, because it is based on thermal imaging instead of
a visible-light camera. Since the thermal camera does not process regular images, user privacy is
preserved. However, the thermal camera has significant limitations since it is sensitive to cooking heat
and smoke.

Algorithms and techniques for fire risk detection. Traditional fire detection technology usually
uses a single-unit fire detector. The single-unit fire detector predicts a fire by detecting only one
parameter of the fire spot. It is clear that a single parameter is inadequate to respond to the diverse
fire characteristics with equal sensitivity. For example, a temperature detector is only sensitive to the
flaming fire, not to smoldering fire, and it also cannot distinguish the heat produced by a fire from that
produced from air-conditioning or from cooking steam. Another example is the photoelectric smoke
detector, which is a sensor with satisfactory performance that detects either flaming fire or smoldering
fire. The photoelectric smoke detector shows different levels of sensitivity to different fire types. It is
generally more sensitive to the gray smoke emitted by smoldering fires, and less sensitive to the black
smoke emitted by flaming fires [142]. In addition, there is no type of single-unit fire detector that can
detect all kinds of fire efficiently [143].

Multi-sensor data fusion detection technology may overcome the limitations of the single-unit fire
detectors. Intelligent techniques and methods are used to fuse the data obtained by diverse sensors
that lead to determining the fire probability. Therefore, predicting fire risk can be improved [143].
Research studies discuss the possibility of detecting fire situations by monitoring the following gases
in cooking smoke: carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), or volatile organic compounds
(VOC). Monitoring these gases could enable detecting a fire situation at an early stage [143–147].
Bashyal et al. [148] and Charumporn et al. [149] proved that it is possible to classify fire situations
according to their triggering reasons by monitoring the following parameters: VOC, humidity, and
ambient temperature. They classify fire accidents according to their origins, based on data from
sensors deployed in 12 fire situations, and design a fire detection algorithm based on neural networks.
Milke et al. [146] worked on fire detection using 87 examples of fire situations. In another study,
Johnson [145] used 42 examples of normal and abnormal cooking situations. He observed that the
boundary between normal and abnormal cooking situations corresponds to a threshold of the output
voltage of the gas sensors, and hence designed rule-based algorithms for fire detection. Chen et al. [143]
proposed an algorithm for fire detection based on sensory information from a database. In their fire
detection system, the fire experiential characteristic and the fire data-fitting characteristic of the fire
signal data are fused by a fuzzy inference system to get the fire probability. Concretely, the system
of Chen et al. employs a three-layer data fusion structure, in which the surrounding temperature,
smoke density and CO density are considered as the most important fire-detecting signals. The fire
experience characteristic and the data-fitting characteristic are respectively extracted by the expert
database and neural network. These two characteristics are fused by a fuzzy inference system to get
the last fire probability. As a result of integrating multi-sensor signals and fusing them intelligently,
this system eliminates false warnings or delay warnings caused by the single sensor. It also improves
the accuracy for predicting the fire probability [143].

There are also approaches based on artificial intelligence techniques to distinguish abnormal
activity in the kitchen. As an example, Yin et al. [54] proposed abnormal human activity recognition.
Several studies mention oven monitoring as a part of larger systems to track activities of daily living.
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Wai et al. [140] propose a sensor-based system to detect unsafe usage of the oven, and discriminate
certain levels of abnormality in certain simple kitchen activities based on fuzzy logic. The discussed
system requires modifications to the oven to install the sensors, and detects certain hazardous situations
in the kitchen. However, abnormal activity situation detection does not always guarantee identifying a
fire risk in the context of cooking safety in the kitchen.

Yared et al. [107,108] established a preventive approach for enhancing the safety of elderly
people with a smart oven cooking-safe system that proactively reacts to hazards in order to prevent
cooking-associated risks (fire, burn by a splash, burn by contact with a hot object, and intoxication
by gas/smoke). The context-aware cooking-safe system is composed of sensor nodes that enable
collecting contextual data around the oven. The context is processed to prevent risks, based on the
results of their insightful experimental cooking risk analysis [150]. Based on the gathered context, the
system monitors and measures the pertinent parameters around the oven. The cooking-safe system is
provided with a fuzzy logic–based reasoning engine that manages the detection of risk situations and
determines their severity levels according to the contextual information around the oven [151]. Table 4
summarizes the assistive technology for fire risk.

Table 4. Ambient assistive technology for fire risk.

System Detection Intervention

Fire/Smoke Alarms Fire Signature Sound Alert

Existing commercial cooking
devices: e.g., StoveGuard,

SafeCook and HomeSensor

Programmable cooking modes. Temperature of the
oven surface.

Integrate LEDs to indicate that an oven
surface is hot.
Switch off an oven if there is no attendance
after certain programmed time.

Lushaka et al. [106] Existing smoke alarms to detect a potential fire risk. Switching off oven power supply.

Doman et al. [136]
Reminds user to follow the correct steps
when performing a cooking task through
audio and video. No reaction if a risk occurs.

Yahui et al. [137]
Visual surveillance system with multiple cameras
enables to observe cooking conditions, and track
user activities.

Not completely automatic, since it requires
observer intervention (caregiver).

Sanchez et al. [138] Detects rapid variations in temperature and smoke
in the kitchen.

Sends a notification (with camera shots) to
the fire department and caregivers.
In addition, the system activates exhaust fans
and a fire extinguishing suppression system.

Alwan et al. [139]
Wai et al. [140]

Measure oven usage.
Detect unsafe usage of the oven, the levels of
abnormality in the kitchen.
Both systems use embedded temperature sensors
to measure the burner status, ultrasonic sensors to
detect the presence of a pot and electric current
sensors to detect the oven usage.

Switches off power.

Yuan et al. [141] Thermal camera to detect dangerous situation. Alerts user or caregiver when a dangerous
situation occurs.

Yared et al. [107,108,151]

Preventive approach. Fire detection based on
measurements of the concentration of the volatile
organic compounds (VOC) and alcohol in the
cooking smoke using appropriate selected VOC
and alcohol sensors. Fire risk is determined by
fuzzy logic reasoning.

Alerts user ubiquitously through audio and
visual notification that a risk situation occurs.
The interventions depend on the severity
level of the detected risk.

Chen et al., Hagen et al.,
Johnson, Milke et al., [143–147]

Intelligent techniques and methods are used to fuse
the data obtained by diverse sensors that lead to
determine the fire probability. Multi-sensor data
fusion detection technology based on fuzzy
logic [143]. Fire detection by monitoring: carbon
monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), or volatile
organic compounds (VOC).

No interventions.

Bashyal et al. [148]
Charumporn et al. [149]

Classify fire situations according to their triggering
reasons by monitoring: VOC, humidity,
and ambient temperature. Fire detection algorithm
based on neural networks.

No interventions.
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3.3.5. Ambient Assistive Technology for Burn Risk

A burn is a significant source of risk for elderly people at home. In order to assist elderly
people against burn risk, specialized fire/burn prevention organizations recommend installing an
interconnected grid of working smoke and CO alarms combined with ionization and photoelectric
smoke alarms in each room and level of the house, along with regularly checking the alarm status.
In addition, elderly people are recommended to keep adjusting and fixing hot water to a safe
temperature while taking a shower or using hot water at home. For burns related to cooking activities,
Virtual Flame [152] is a technology that involves the installation of LEDs around the oven burner.
Depending on the desired cooking power, these LEDs will project their light around the edge of
the utensil in the form of sparks. As more cooking power is more intense, the sparks will be larger.
This solution enables easy understanding of what is potentially a hot utensil, indicating to the user
of the oven to handle it with care to avoid the risk of burns. There are also commercial devices to
prevent burn risk such as anti-scald valves for the shower head or tub faucet. These valves stop or
interrupt the flow of water when the temperature reaches a certain threshold to prevent hot water
from coming out of the tap. These valves will not allow the faucet to become fully operational until
the water temperature is reduced to a safe temperature. Other recommendations can be summarized
by opening the cold water first, then gradually adding hot water, and for elderly people with limited
mobility, these include a shower chair, grab bars and a notification device to call when there is an
emergency. For elderly people who have thin skin, they must avoid fluctuations in water temperature
when taking a shower [120].

Yared et al. [107,108,151] established a preventive approach to assist elderly people against burn
risk during cooking activities. Yared et al. identified burn risk due to the splash of hot liquids
and contact with hot objects. Their cooking-safe system detects the burn risk by monitoring the
relative humidity (its variation is an important indicator of a liquid temperature in a utensil), utensil
temperature, burner temperature, and presence of an object on an oven burner. The severity of the
burn risk is determined due to a fuzzy logic–based reasoning engine.

3.3.6. Ambient Assistive Technology for Intoxication by Gas/Smoke Risk

The simplest assistive technology to protect the elderly against the gas/smoke intoxication risk
is to install carbon monoxide detectors in order to prevent carbon monoxide poisoning [125,153,154].
Several studies suggest that homes with carbon monoxide detectors may be less affected by carbon
monoxide poisoning [155–157].

Installing CO alarms is recommended to detect CO and they notify its presence before the levels
become life-threatening. When alarms sound, people are required to immediately leave the place and
to call the emergency line. Since CO gas cannot be detected by humans, it is recommended that house
inhabitants check for symptoms of CO poisoning (e.g., headache, fatigue) which may indicate a CO
leakage [111].

Intoxication by gas constitutes a frequent known risk during cooking activities. Jain et al. [158]
proposed a gas detection system based on a wireless gas sensor network (WGSN). The system detects
the proportion of gas in the kitchen and can predict a situation of gas intoxication.

A review performed by Harper et al. [159] suggests some recommendations for elderly people to
prevent gas poisoning, such as regular servicing of gas appliances and ensuring adequate ventilation.
They also recommend providing houses with carbon monoxide testers with both visual and audible
alarms. The detectors vary in their sensitivity to carbon monoxide, with some only adequate
to detect relatively high levels of ambient carbon monoxide, which would not protect against
low-level poisoning.

Yared et al. [107,108] established a preventive approach to assist elderly people against the risk
of intoxication by CO during cooking activities. Their cooking-safe system monitors the CO gas
concentration in the cooking smoke due to a CO sensor and the severity of the intoxication risk is
determined by a fuzzy logic–based reasoning engine [151].
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3.3.7. Discussion

We reviewed existing ambient assistive technology for elderly people to enhance their safety
facing risks of fire, burns and intoxication by CO, particularly during cooking activities. Traditional
fire/smoke alarm systems suffer from two major drawbacks: they give false alarms and they require
regular replacement of batteries. These two drawbacks make the usage of fire/smoke alarms
inconvenient for elderly people. More elaborate systems are designed to assist elderly people during
cooking. These systems are either based on a visible-light camera or require modifications to the
oven which limits their practical usage. Sensor-based systems need to satisfy certain requirements
in order to be practically accepted by elderly people. These requirements are: (1) flexibility, such
that adding new sensors or removing sensors if required will be possible and easily performed;
(2) simple physical installation, such that the sensors can be placed in alternative locations if required;
(3) non-intrusiveness, such that the components of the system are placed in adequate positions to
monitor hazards and detect risk situations such that the system does not disturb elderly people’s
movements in the kitchen. It is also important to take into consideration the needs and the requirements
of elderly people before designing an assistive technology system and to perform evaluation studies
for the acceptability of the system by elderly people.

3.4. Risk of Inactivity and the Assistive Technology

Physical and social activities are very important for elderly people as they promote healthy aging.
Aging is a process associated with cognitive and physiological decline, which causes activity limitations
and participation restrictions [160]. Elderly people become less active and more prone to social
isolation and loneliness, which complicates their health situation and causes premature mortality [161].
Participation in social and physical activities, however, results in a lower risk of cognitive decline
(e.g., dementia) [162] and improves the well-being of elderly people [163]. Physical activity slows down
the progression of diseases, and it is in general a promoter of health [164]. Increasing participation in
social activities improves cognitive abilities for elderly people [165] and consequently leads to a higher
quality of life [166].

A research work studied the impact of physical inactivity on worldwide health levels. It was
found that by decreasing physical inactivity by 10% to 25%, between 533,000 and 1.3 million deaths
could be prevented per year. Additionally, the worldwide life expectancy would rise by approximately
0.68 years [167,168].

Assistive technologies that assist in promoting physical and social activities for elderly people
have been explored and applied in a limited way in research works; however, interest and work in
this area is growing, particularly in the areas of gamification and mobile applications [167,169,170].
Barua et al. [171] attempted to measure sedentary behavior and prompt a user to stand after long
periods of inactivity. Virtual reality has been experimented as an innovative technique for promoting
physical activity in unsupervised physiotherapy rehabilitation environments [170]; however, few
research works have been established regarding the ability for virtual reality interventions to influence
physical activity levels [172]. Virtual reality applications usually require wearable sensors including
smartphone sensors. Wearable sensors have a strong presence in health, fitness and well-being
technology, with products (e.g., Apple Health, Google Fit, and Apple Watch) and systems that track
various body measurements including steps, sleep, heart rate, burned calories, distance traveled and
individual exercises. Physical activity trackers have software that allows users to set physical activity
goals and prompts them to work towards these goals [173].

Persuasive technology for promoting physical and social activities in elderly people can be
categorized as follows. We cite representative examples for each category.

• Video games

In order to promote healthy aging, several applications are designed to support elderly people in
leading a healthy lifestyle. Applications in this category incorporate gaming technology to provide
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motivations for improving health. The reasons for using games to motivate physical activity for elderly
people are [174]: (a) sending the counted steps with optional comments to friends and/or family
members or other selected people; (b) checking the progress of their friends and to what extent they
achieve their goals; (c) checking the curves of progress of the last week; (d) sending messages to
their friends; and (e) sending a challenge request to their friends concerning the number of steps.
A representative example of video games is PiNiZoRo [175] where its goal is to motivate elderly people
to move out to continue playing. Players can collect items only if they go to certain geographic areas.

• Exergaming

It means exercise and gaming. The idea is to exercise while playing games in order to enjoy sports.
A representative example of this category is “social exergames to persuade seniors to increase physical
activity” [176].

• Motivation

“Flowie” [177] is a virtual coach, in the shape of an animated flower, used to motivate elderly
people to walk more in order to reach a walking goal. “QueFaire” is a mobile-based activity-promoting
system to improve the well-being of elderly people by recommending the most likeable activities
for an elderly person according to his/her profile/preferences [178]. “Playful” is another existing
activity-promoting system that offers a solution to increase physical and social activities. The system is
designed for elderly people living in a care facility. Elderly people who live independently can use
this system as well. Playful enables the registration of the most common activities performed and
preferred by elderly people, which helps caregivers to plan physical and social activities for a week.
Each resident receives a list of planned activities via a weekly newspaper. The list is also displayed in
different locations of the care facility. A light next to each display is switched on for a short time to
remind elderly people of a coming activity [179].

• Communication between people (virtual or real)

An example of virtual communication is the “virtual imaginary interlocutor” [180]. The idea is to
talk to an interlocutor because even an imaginary interlocutor can help people mentally and improve
their well-being. For this, a tablet or a smartphone is used to not “stay alone”. The virtual interlocutor
is an avatar which allows the reduction of the stress of the user.

An example of a real interlocutor is “promoting intergenerational communication through
location-based asynchronous video communication” [181]. The idea is to exchange history, because
many people like to share their past, present, and imagination. This application also enables the user
to choose a location on the map to share a history. The main goal is to motivate elderly people and
their families to create a new mobile media. This technique keeps elderly people at home because
researchers found that elderly people stay at home with special schedules to interact with their children.
This method is good to get children to contact their grandparents more often.

Another example, MELCO (MELCO project (mobile elderly living community) [182]) is an ICT
system that targets elderly people and tries to increase their social activities and monitor their health
at the same time. The system enables the user to build a virtual social network among people,
their families, and friends. Co-living [183] aims to build an “ICT-based virtual collaborative social
living community for aging people” which promotes active living and independence. The system is
used in an extended care facility for elderly people. It is composed of a virtual social network and a
client application on a tablet. Activities are promoted through this social network.

Table 5 summarizes the existing technology systems to promote physical and social activities to
assist elderly people against inactivity risk.
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Table 5. Categorization of persuasive technology for inactivity risk.

Physical/Social Activities Promoting Representative Examples

Video games PiNiZoRo [175]

Exergaming Social exergames to persuade seniors to increase physical activity [176]

Motivation QueFaire [178], Flowie [177], Playful [179]

Communication between
people (virtual or real)

Virtual imaginary interlocutor [180]
Promoting Intergenerational communication through

location-based asynchronous video communication [181]

Discussion

Social media has changed the way people interact with each other in the last decade. Web, e-mail,
and social media networks (such as Facebook and Twitter) have changed the way younger people are
communicating with each other. Moreover, many government services are now offered on the Internet.
Many people are taking advantage of these online services, which are faster and more accessible.
Different communities are increasing their public participation using social media [184]. According to
Buettner et al. and Cohen-Mansfield et al. [185,186], there are many benefits for elderly people to use
technology, including psychological benefits (such as an increase in independence, self-respect, and
acceptance in the society) and fiscal benefits (relieving the personal care cost). On the other hand, there
are several ICT initiatives trying to promote healthier and more active lifestyles. Nevertheless, studies
show that people over 65 years of age are excluded from this digital revolution [187]. The literature
review also reveals that most of the ICT systems are designed for younger generations. Adapting
solutions to elderly people and their needs is a fact that needs to be addressed. We believe that
context-awareness tools can help build solutions that are more adaptive to elderly people.

4. Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper, we reviewed the major indoor risks that are addressed by assistive technology for
elderly people during their indoor ADL. We have presented interesting representative examples of the
recent assistive technology related to major indoor risks for elderly people: falls, wrong self-medication
management, fire, burn, intoxication by gas/smoke, and inactivity. We identified also other risks
such as abuse and psychological related risks (e.g., loneliness, stress, depression); however, abuse
and psychological related risks are rarely addressed by assistive technology. We also classified the
techniques and algorithms for automatic detection of risks by ambient assistive technology systems
and the basic components and interventions of the assistive technology to help elderly people and
enhance their safety.

A general framework for assistive technology systems can be described as follows: (1) a
monitoring and sensing module composed of wearable and ambient sensors and devices according
to the risk type; (2) an automatic detection module (reasoning engine) that receives sensory data and
processes it to detect a risk situation based on either fixed/adaptive thresholds or based on artificial
intelligence techniques (e.g., machine learning, fuzzy logic, and neural networks), or based on activity
recognition algorithms/techniques; (3) an intervention module that is responsible for triggering
appropriate actions to assist elderly people in risk situations. Generally speaking, the interventions
are notifying caregivers or family members in case of a fall, a medication non-adherence, or a fire risk
situation (in addition to switching off the power source in case of a fire risk). For the inactivity risk,
assistive technology can be generally viewed as persuasive technology to motivate elderly people
to exercise and take part in physical/social activities. In addition, some assistive technology for the
inactivity risk monitors elderly people to estimate their inactivity level using several monitoring
techniques and then processing the sensory data to infer an inactivity risk. The intervention could be
promoting physical and social activities.
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Assistive technology promises to reduce caregiving costs for elderly people; however, there are
still a few challenges that are difficult to overcome. Barriers to technology usage by elderly people
include age-related obstacles, challenging features of the technology (some of which can be overcome
by an adaptable design), and social factors that are more difficult to quickly modify. Technological
innovations are required regarding the design considerations for an aging population and activating
the social network around elderly people. This leads to enhanced quality of life for elderly people and
improves their independent living.

Many elderly people deal with technology through assistive technology [188]. Some factors that
caused elderly people to abandon assistive technology are a need for social interaction and a lack of
trust in the technologies [189]. A successful example of technology adoption is smartphone technology.
A comprehensive literature review determined that contextual, sociological, techno-economic,
psychological, personal and Aging-specific factors contributed towards the acceptance of smart
phones [190]. Therefore, designers and developers of assistive technology systems have to draw high
attention to elderly people’s requirements and needs in order to accept the assistive technology systems.

As future directions, we intend to provide a platform that integrates several systems for providing
elderly people with an assistive platform that they can rely on for indoor and outdoor daily activities.
This can enhance their feeling of safety and security, and thus enables elderly people to go about their
activities independently and will consequently improve the quality of their life.
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